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DENIALS OF RESPONSIBILITY IN COUPLE 

THERAPY 

ABSTRACT  

Although minimization of blaming and denials of responsibility are key 

components of many approaches to couple therapy, there has been little 

attention paid to how partners absolve themselves of responsibility and counter 

attributions of blame. In this study, we used thematic analysis to examine 40 

videorecorded sessions of couple therapy. The study shows that injuring partners 

denied responsibility for harm by shifting it to sources outside of themselves, 

thereby justifying their own actions and minimizing negative consequences. 

More subtle ways of deflecting responsibility—partial or qualified admission of 

fault—were also observed. The implications for couple therapy are discussed. 
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In couple therapy, partners are commonly locked in cycles of blame and 

counter-blame (Sprenkle, Davis, & Lebow, 2009). Even when describing their 

own pain, partners tend to accuse and blame each other. Couple therapy thus 

often involves helping clients move beyond such blame and counter-blame 

and towards more relational, systemic understandings that attend to both 
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partners’ contributions to conflict (e.g., Gottman & DeClaire, 2001; Johnson, 

2020; Tomm, 2014). Instead of denying and deflecting blame and responsibility, 

partners are invited to accept responsibility for their part in the difficulties (Baker, 

2015) and to see how problematic interactional dynamics, rather than individual 

actions, may be at fault (Johnson, 2020). 

Although countering partners' blaming and defensiveness is often seen as 

a key component of couple therapy (see Gurman, Lebow, & Snyder, 2015), 

blame and attribution of responsibility are rarely studied empirically. Existing 

research explores blame and therapists’ responses to blame (e.g., O'Reilly, 2014; 

Patrika & Tseliou, 2016; Stancombe & White, 2005), with little attention given to 

denials of responsibility and reallocation of blame (e.g., to the injured partner) or 

the dynamics of how partners hold and share responsibility. Studies that address 

denials of responsibility and (re)allocation of blame are predominantly in the 

context of intimate partner violence (e.g., Jory, Anderson, & Greer, 1997; Lila, 

Oliver, Catalá-Miñana, Galiana, & Gracia, 2014; Scott & Strauss, 2007; Whiting, 

Oka, & Fife, 2012). Furthermore, when blaming and defensive counter-blame 

responses are discussed, they tend to be treated as uniform categories, with 

little attention paid to how they are formulated (specific arguments or claims 

made), the sociocultural contexts that inform these claims, what degree of 

responsibility is assumed in a response, how others endorse or contest 

responsibility denials, whether responsibility shifts over the course of a discussion 

or period of time, and how therapists can helpfully address (non)accountability.  
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We initiated this study in response to the need for more detailed, 

qualitative work that sheds light not only on overt, easily detectable ways used 

to attribute blame and abdicate responsibility but also more subtle arguments 

designed to place and deflect blame which can be easily missed, by injured 

partners and couple therapists alike. Using a critical lens that places attributions 

of responsibility in intimate relationships within larger sociocultural patterns and 

practices (Lawless & Chen, 2019), we focused on counter-blame or responses 

that deny responsibility and re-allocate blame. We used thematic analysis to 

analyse couple therapy discourse involving master therapists of varied 

theoretical orientations. Before discussing the study, we review the literature on 

responsibility and its denials. 

RESPONSIBILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY DENIALS 

The term “responsibility” can have various meanings. Lenk and Maring 

(2001) identified three types of responsibility: (a) personal responsibility for one’s 

own actions and their consequences; (b) responsibility for others, including 

groups and communities; and (c) liability for others’ actions and their 

consequences (e.g., parents’ responsibility for their children’s conduct). Personal 

responsibility has roots in the idea of free will or the notion that people have 

conscious control over their actions and the capacity to choose to act 

differently (Feinberg, 1984). Responsibility for others may include feeling 

responsible for others (e.g., their development, wellbeing, health) and 
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practically taking care of others (Montada, 2001). Responsibility 

implies accountability (i.e., a willingness to accept responsibility for, and to 

account to others for, one’s own actions) and, in some cases, liability (i.e., 

compensation for the damage inflicted on others) (Montada, 2001). 

Responsibilities may be prescribed by social norms or authority or be motivated 

by love or other emotions and forces (Montada, 2001).  

Responsibility can be overtly and subtly denied. Responsibility denials are 

arguments or claims designed to refute or reduce responsibility for one’s actions 

and their impact (Montada, 2001). People may deny responsibility if they are 

motivated to put their self/group interests over those of others, if they 

experience conflicts over whose interests to prioritize, and/or if they are 

concerned about the implications (material, emotional, and otherwise) of 

assuming responsibility for their actions. Exploring responsibility as a social 

phenomenon, Montada (2001) argues that denials can take the form of 

excuses, where people deny responsibility for their actions (I didn’t do anything) 

or justifications, where people admit their responsibility but refuse blame (I did it, 

but it was not wrong to do it). For example, people might offer excuses that 

deny voluntary control or agency (e.g., being fatigued, intoxicated, or 

distressed), deny negative intent or harmful consequences, or assign a portion 

or all of the responsibility to others. They may justify by referring to positive 

impacts of injurious actions, negatively portraying the victim, claiming that the 

victim consented, or claiming that they had innocent or positive intent.  
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Most empirical work on responsibility denials originates in criminology. 

Globally, many criminal justice systems frame denials as a risk factor for 

reoffending, and as playing a key role in decision-making about punishment 

(e.g., sentencing, early release, exclusion of deniers from treatment) (Harkins, 

Howard, Barnett, Wakeling, & Miles, 2015). This literature tends to treat denial 

categorically—a person either denies or admits to having committed a crime. 

Existing empirical research, in emphasizing the generic and monolithic forms that 

denial may take (excuse versus justification; overfocus on the positive), gives less 

attention to the precise formulations of denials—to how specific denials work, 

what they do, and how they might be identified and addressed. For its part, the 

empirical study of responsibility in couple and family therapy (which has yet to 

put denial under a microscope) can be divided into four areas: (a) systemic 

work on interactional (blame/defend) patterns; (b) denials of responsibility for 

intimate partner violence; (c) discursive (language-focused) work on blame and 

accountability; and (d) work on relational responsibility. We now turn to a review 

of each of these areas. 

SYSTEMIC WORK ON INTERACTIONAL PATTERNS 

Partners actions of denying or defending themselves against accusations 

and attributions of blame have been partly explored under the rubric of 

interactional patterns. Drawing on systemic therapy (e.g., Palazzoli Selvini, 

Boscolo, Cecchin, & Prata, 1980), Tomm (2014) discussed interactional patterns 

such as criticize-defend, arguing that family members' responses become 
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coupled in a reciprocal fashion; namely, criticism invites defensiveness and 

defensiveness invites further criticism. Emotion(ally) focused therapists (e.g., 

Greenberg & Goldman, 2008; Greenberg & Woldarsky Meneses, 2019; Johnson, 

2020) have likewise noted that couples can find themselves stuck in rigid 

patterns of interaction: blaming/pursuing coupled with defending/withdrawing. 

Therapists aim to help couples process and transform the emotions that underlie 

partners' interactional positions and restructure unhelpful interactional cycles. 

The objective is to help the more critical partner shift from a position of anger to 

one of emotional vulnerability. Likewise, the more defensive, withdrawing 

partner is encouraged to re-engage or shift from emotional avoidance to 

openness and connection. Greenberg and Woldarsky Meneses (2019) explored 

forgiveness following a relational injury (e.g., infidelity, violence) and stressed the 

importance of the injuring partner taking responsibility for the harm. Enhanced 

accountability may, in turn, help the injured partner forgive and work towards 

restoration of trust. Whereas systemic work on interactional patterns addresses 

defensiveness or denials of blameworthy conduct more generally, some 

literature focuses on denials of partner violence.  

DENYING RESPONSIBILITY FOR INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE 

Denials and minimization of responsibility are common in couples where 

one partner has a history of intimate partner violence (IPV) (e.g., Jory et al., 

1997; Scott & Strauss, 2007; Whiting et al., 2012). Partner blame was found to be 

associated with self-reported IPV (Scott & Strauss, 2007). The well-known Power 
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and Control Wheel (Pence & Paymar, 1993) used in preventing and addressing 

IPV identifies abuse minimization and denial as forms of abuse. A key aspect of 

IPV prevention and treatment is helping clients recognize their behavior as 

abusive and assume accountability for violent actions. The underlying premise is 

that accountability will lead to a reduced likelihood of future violence (Vall, 

Seikkula, Laitila, Holma, & Botella, 2014). 

Exploring partners’ reasoning behind conflict and violence, Jory at al. 

(1997) developed the intimate justice theory, an aspect of which is holding the 

injuring partner accountable for violence. Accountability work includes 

exploring abusive partners’ beliefs and attitudes used to justify abuse about how 

partners should be treated. Exploration of beliefs includes attending to broader 

cultural meanings about gender, power, and intergenerational transmission of 

abuse. Honing in on how abusive partners might deny and minimize abuse, 

Whiting et al. (2012) conducted a qualitative study exploring partners’ appraisal 

distortions. They observed that partners in a high-power role (often men in 

heterosexual relationships) denied or minimized violence, rationalized their 

actions, or blamed the victim. Partners in a low-power role (typically women) 

used identical strategies but for different purposes—namely, to justify their 

partner’s actions and blame themselves for abuse. While highlighting the 

interactive dynamics of violence, the authors stressed that responsibility for 

abuse is not equally distributed, and that most accountability work has to be 

done with those who abuse their partners. Although valuable, existing work does 
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not explore in detail how defending and denying responses are produced in 

interaction between partners for therapists to better recognize them. In contrast, 

research on language use in therapy helps identify linguistic and interactional 

means of producing denials. 

DISCURSIVE WORK ON BLAME AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

Discursive (discourse analytic or conversation analytic) work on blame 

and accountability in couple and family therapy explores the interactional 

sequencing and design of blaming and defending responses (e.g., O'Reilly, 

2007; Stancombe & White, 2005). O'Reilly (2007) outlined strategies parents used 

to attribute blame by presenting their accounts as objective and truthful rather 

than partial or biased. These included corroborating their accounts by 

referencing third parties' (e.g., doctors') views, describing a child's behaviors in 

extreme terms, and using psychiatric or mental health labels. Sutherland, 

LaMarre, Rice, Hardt, & LeCouteur (2017) examined blame-defense sequences in 

couple therapy, showing how male partners deflected and reallocated 

responsibility and blame, for example, for their minimal domestic and childcare 

involvement (e.g., by claiming incapacity). Research on how therapists manage 

issues of blame and accountability and avoid siding with specific family 

members has also been undertaken. Two broad strategies used by therapists to 

manage family members' overt blaming have been identified: not responding 

to blame (shifting the topic) or reformulating clients' versions in more neutral or 

less blaming terms (Stancombe & White, 2005). Friedlander et al. (2000) similarly 
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identified three strategies commonly used in constructionist or narrative therapy: 

ignoring/diverting, acknowledging/challenging blame, and reframing problems 

in accountability-neutral ways. Patrika and Tseliou’s (2016) examination of 

systemic therapy demonstrated that when therapists introduced more neutral, 

relational formulations of family troubles, families interpreted this as attributing 

blame or responsibility to them and, paradoxically, engaged in more blaming of 

a specific family member. The literature we have reviewed thus far attends to 

partners’ individual responsibility for how they treat each other. There is also a 

distinct body of literature that conceptualizes responsibility in relational terms, to 

which we now turn. 

WORK ON (DENIALS OF) RELATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY  

McNamee and Gergen's (1999) volume Relational Responsibility is an 

example of therapists working to shift and broaden conceptions of responsibility 

beyond personal responsibility. For them, relational responsibility entails a 

particular orientation in dialogue, namely an ongoing attempt to co-construct, 

rather than close off or terminate, meaning with others. Carlson and Haire (2014) 

applied the notion of relational responsibility to couple relationships and couple 

therapy. They discussed the relational accountability that each partner has 

towards the other, arguing that such accountability should be routinely (rather 

than occasionally) enacted by partners. Each partner is seen as co-author of 

their partner's story of self and as responsible for inviting their partners into 

particular stories of self (e.g., constraining, impoverishing, pathologizing, 
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empowering). Therapists informed by this framework invite partners to identify 

specific identity messages they have been conveying to their partners, 

recognize the impact of these messages, and accept responsibility for their role 

and contributions to their partner's story of self. Knudson-Martin (2013) similarly 

highlighted relational responsibility in couple relationships. She explored how 

gender and gender-based oppression operate at the level of daily couple 

interactions, noting that in heterosexual relationships, women tend to take the 

bulk of relational responsibility, and men tend to deflect and allocate such 

responsibility to their female partners. Accordingly, to foster relational wellness 

and equality, relational responsibility needs to be shared. Towards this end, she 

suggested therapists explore how broader cultural norms and messages 

concerning gender inform partners’ understanding of their roles, entitlement, 

obligations, and relationship responsibility (Knudson-Martin, 2013). 

CONCEPTUALIZING THE STUDY 

The study reported here builds on the notion of relational responsibility. 

Based on the literature discussed above, we began with knowledge that denials 

of responsibility are an impediment to relational success and that couple 

therapists frequently miss or reframe them. We view denials of responsibility as 

not only an abdication of personal accountability for one’s actions, but also of 

shared responsibility toward one’s partner and the well-being of the relationship. 

We also see the interactional processes through which partners accept, deflect, 
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deny, or share responsibility as positioned in relation to larger societal discourses. 

Thus, we sought to identify patterns in how partners use language to deny 

relational responsibility and how these utterances implicitly or explicitly replicate 

sociocultural gender patterns, with the expectation that our analysis will help 

couple therapists recognize and address such denials. The study was guided by 

the research question: how do partners deny and deflect responsibility 

regarding their actions and roles in the context of couple therapy?  

METHOD 

APPROACH  

To examine how partners deflect, defuse, and deny responsibility in the 

context of couple therapy, we used thematic analysis (TA, Braun & Clarke, 2006, 

2020). TA is a method for “identifying, analyzing and reporting patterns (themes) 

within data” (2006, p. 79). Braun and Clarke (2020) identified three approaches 

to TA: coding reliability TA, codebook TA, and reflexive TA. We used the third, 

reflexive TA. Whereas reliability and codebook forms of TA involve the use of 

positivist philosophy and adherence to more or less structured methods and 

procedures, reflexive TA combines qualitative (e.g., social constructionist, 

interpretivist, critical) philosophy, researcher’s reflexive presence, and invites a 

flexible approach to research. We used TA because we sought to identify 

patterns in partners’ responses in therapy. We also integrated a critical 

approach to TA, in which we tried to “tease out how intersecting macro-forces 
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enable and constrain everyday discourse” (Lawless & Chen, 2019, p. 93). We first 

identified patterns in therapy and then sought to understand how they 

connected to sociopolitical structures and norms. 

PARTICIPANTS AND DATA SELECTION AND ANALYSIS 

We used APA PsycTherapy and Psychotherapy.net recordings of couple 

therapy. Therapists in analyzed sessions were American, white, and middle-aged 

in presentation, and presumably middle-class and educated. All except one 

couple presented as heterosexual and most couples were American, white, with 

some Black and interracial (mostly Hispanic-white) couples. Age varied from 

young adulthood to older adulthood, with most couples being middle 

aged. Upon approval of the research ethics board, the research team 

compiled a list of couple therapy video recordings published between 2009 and 

2018 (recorded between 2002 and 2017). Sessions were approximately 45 

minutes on average. A total of 40 video recordings developed for training 

purposes were selected. We sampled sessions facilitated by therapists of 

different theoretical orientations (emotionally focused, narrative, systemic, 

cognitive-behavioural) and that topically addressed couple conflict and 

dynamics (e.g., distribution of domestic tasks and childcare, aggression, trust 

and jealousy, intimacy, co-parenting). Most sessions were recorded as single 

sessions, with some sessions being a part of a series of sessions with the same 

clients. 
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Transcripts of sessions were produced by the publishers and were 

available alongside each session’s recording. Members of the main research 

team (authors 1, 4, 8-11) de-identified and formatted all transcripts and 

imported them into MAXQDA, software for qualitative data analysis. We 

followed Braun and Clarke’s (2006, 2020) six steps to TA, the first being to 

familiarize ourselves with the data. This involved viewing therapy sessions and 

reading and formatting transcripts. We then coded the data line-by-line as a 

group, which involved a substantial number of data sessions. The initial codes 

comprised a short sentence or a few words that encapsulated what we saw 

happening in the selected segment of text. Out of all codes (more than 500) 

most concerned relational responsibility, specifically partners’—mostly male-

identified, including racially diverse, heterosexual and gay partners—denying, 

deflecting, and diffusing responsibility for their actions (e.g., aggression and 

violence, non-involvement in domestic work, distrust and jealousy). We analyzed 

and synthesized the codes that referenced or implied partners denying 

relational responsibility, developing this set of themes that connoted patterns of 

meaning in the data. In analyzing the data, we attended to both manifest and 

latent (implied) meaning. The analysis was both deductive and inductive (Braun 

& Clarke, 2006).  

We made a situated judgment about when to stop the analysis. 

Saturation (i.e., no new information emerging through the data analysis) remains 

a contested notion in qualitative inquiry and is often seen as inconsistent with 
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reflexive, interpretive approaches (O’Reilly & Parker, 2013). Within these 

approaches, researchers can generate new insights indefinitely, interpreting 

and reinterpreting the data. We were guided by the concept of conceptual 

density in deciding when to stop the analysis or seeking “a sufficient depth of 

understanding” (Nelson, 2017, 2017, italics in the original, p. 556). It is important 

to note that despite our efforts to identify denials of relational responsibility 

across genders, nearly all were made by male-identifying partners in gay or 

heterosexual relationships, with women and therapists sometimes collaborating. 

Therefore, our analysis depicts patterns supporting denial of responsibility by 

men. 

RESULTS 

We did not find evidence of explicit, unmitigated denials of responsibility 

in this dataset. Instead, responsibility denials frequently implied that actions were 

justifiable or harmless with partners re-allocating or shifting responsibility to 

sources outside of themselves, justifying their actions, and/or minimizing the 

negative relational consequences or impacts of actions. Partners also issued 

partial or qualified admission of fault or simultaneously admitting and denying 

fault—all subtle versions of responsibility denials. These denials took four forms: 

deflection or the shifting responsibility (often to partners); defense or justification 

of actions; diminishment which occurred through minimization of harm or fault; 

and diffusion, which involved admitting then qualifying or equalizing 
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responsibility for the harm. To tease out these formulations, we present and 

analyze excerpts from therapy sessions that we think are exemplars of each 

form that denial took; however, we also note that injuring partners often 

mobilized more than one form of denial in interactions with injured partners. 

DEFLECTION: DENIALS THROUGH SHIFTING RESPONSIBILITY 

The most frequent form of responsibility denials involved attributing fault to 

sources outside of the individual, namely to partners. The exchange below is an 

example of this pattern. The session involved a white, heterosexual couple in 

their 50s and a white, female therapist (TH) of the cognitive-behavioral 

theoretical orientation. The presenting concerns were communication, 

parenting issues, the female partner’s (FC) depression, and the male partner’s 

(MC) past excessive use of alcohol. Bolded text is used to highlight responsibility 

denials. 

EXAMPLE 1 (SESSION 15) 

1 TH:  I see. Are you in a treatment program for alcohol use now? 

2 MC:  No. 

3 TH:  No? You’re doing this on your own? 

4 MC:  Yes. 

5 TH:  OK. You go to AA? 

6 MC:  No. 

7 TH:  You just made up your mind to – 

8 MC:  Well, her- her definition of alcoholism and someone who 

drank too much is  
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9 two different things. I wasn’t an alcoholic. I’m not an alcoholic. I 

drank too  

10 much. She asked me to cut back, I cut back that didn’t satisfy her so 

I quit. 

11 TH:  OK. So, like nothing? 

12 MC:  Well, she doesn’t still sound satisfied because she said it’s 

improved a little. If  

13 quit that should be the solution. 

14 FC:  Mmhmm. How long have you – 

15 MC:  three months now. 

16 TH:  Three months now. 

17 MC:  But I’ve- it’s been one or two beers, you now, sometimes a 

week. Sometimes one every  

18 other third day or something, but it probably hasn’t been more than 

three a week for  

19 maybe a year and a half, two years now. 

20 TH:  OK. So you feel that’s under control? 

21 MC:  I have no problem with it what-so-ever 

22 TH:  It’s not an issue? A non-issue?  

23 MC:  Not an issue 

Here, MC admits some wrongdoing (“I drank too much”, lines 9-10), 

however, he contests the idea that his use of alcohol is (relationally) 

problematic. He explicitly denies having an issue (lines 9 & 21-23) and minimizes 

his use of alcohol (lines 17-19). He also presents his partner’s appraisal of his 

drinking as inaccurate (line 8) and her demands as unreasonable or unfair (lines 

10 and 12-13). MC claims that the issue is her misperception, not his drinking. The 
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lack of relational responsibility is evident in MC disregarding FC’s experience 

and the impact of his actions on her (i.e., her distress is treated as irrelevant). This 

might be thought of as a deflection rather than a direct counter-attack 

because of the subtle way that MC—by reframing the problem from his alcohol 

consumption to her perception of it—redirects responsibility back to FC without 

appearing to blame her.  

Example 2 further illustrates male partners re-allocating blame and 

deflecting responsibility for relational harm. The interaction is between a Black 

couple in their 30-40s in a heterosexual relational constellation and a white, 

male therapist of the emotion-focused theoretical orientation. The presenting 

concern is jealousy and distrust in the relationship. FC has shared that she feels 

routinely questioned by MC about her conduct and is tired of explaining and 

reassuring him. MC’s view is that he is not sufficiently informed about FC’s life 

and experience. The exchange begins with discussion of couple 

communication and FC’s preferences for how MC shares his experience with 

her. 

EXAMPLE 2 (SESSION 1) 

1  TH:  ... when you said "come to me like a man", what does that 

mean that you not... 

2  MC: she tells me if there is anything we ever need to discuss... 

3  TH: yes 

4  MC: all I can do, just come ask her, I don't have to holler or I don't 

have to do... 

5 TH:  right. so it's like a man means, just talking about it rather than 

blowing up? 
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6 MC:  I mean just talking about it rather than... 

7 TH:  but it's true that eventually when you're frustrated, you blow 

up, all right? I mean that's  

8 what she sees. 

9 MC: no, she is putting me out to be a worse person than I am.  

10 TH: so you feel, really unfairly blamed. 

11 MC: yeah 

12  TH:  I understand 

13  TH You’re saying it’s not that I have a jealousy problem it’s that I 

am insecure because you  

14 aren’t giving me clear signals that I need. 

15  MC:  And not showing me clear, okay, say for instance, she says that 

I'm mad 

16 because of her male friends and I knew that she had male friends 

from the 

17 beginning. It's not the male friends, it's just that some of the male 

friends and  

18 the physicalness they get with her in front of me and it's the respect 

that she 

19 will show for someone that she calls her friend for life or brother that 

she just  

20 refuses to show me. She will talk to anybody about her life, I still don't 

know 

21 too much about her past that some people that I know just as well as 

she does  

22 know about her and I've been with her for eight years, so that’s why I 

want,  

23 everything it's secret to me. 

TH and MC discuss FC’s expectation for how MC talks to her during their 

conflict, namely that he talks to her rather than yells at her (lines 1-6). TH invites 

him to admit that at times he “blows up” in interaction with FC (lines 7-8). In 

response, MC denies aggression and presents FC’s perception of him and his 

actions as the problem (line 9) and reframes the problem in a way that deflects 

responsibility back unto FC. TH aligns with the construction of MC as 
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misrepresented and unfairly blamed (lines 10, 12, 13-14). MC goes on to describe 

himself as uninformed about FC’s experience and as secondary to other men in 

FC’s life. He also positions himself as entitled to determine (limit) FC’s social 

associations, self-disclosure, and sexuality, which we interpreted as aligning with 

hegemonic gender discourse. Throughout, FC seems to be implicitly constructed 

as responsible for how MC communicates and shares his feelings (e.g., “you 

aren’t giving me clear signals that I need”). This idea that FC is responsible for 

MC’s insecurity and aggression remains undisturbed. Although TH issues another 

invitation to MC to reflect on, and account for, his actions closer to the end of 

the session, most of the session is spent on inviting FC to be more open with MC 

or on formulating the problem as mutual.  

DEFENSE: DENIALS THROUGH ACTION JUSTIFICATION 

Partners also denied responsibility by defending against blame or justifying 

their (in)actions. Many justifications took the form of inability claims (e.g., too 

busy, lack the capacity or skills). Example 3 illustrates a partner justifying his lack 

of involvement in childcare. The exchange is taken from the same session as 

Example 1 and occurs closer to the end of the session. The discussion is about 

the partners’ parenting of their grandchildren and their relationship with FC’s 

adult daughter—who is in her 20s, works variable hours, and is a single parent of 

two children. FC babysits her daughter’s children seven days a week. FC 

discussed feeling overwhelmed by childcare responsibilities and resentful of her 

daughter and MC for leaving childcare responsibilities to her and not being 
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willing to explore alternative arrangements. MC’s perspective is that his 

stepdaughter works a lot, has minimal social life, and needs their support.  

EXAMPLE 3 (SESSION 15) 

1  FC: I don’t know. He can’t understand that if I babysat all day 

and  

2 my daughter wants to go out in the evening, sometimes I just- and it’s 

not that I  

3 don’t want the kids, and after they’re going to go to bed I just say 

“enough is  

4 enough.” And he’d look at me “huh, the kids are no problem.” 

5 MC:  Well, well I stick up for her because a lot of times the day she 

wants to go out is  

6 the only day she’s had off in, in a week.  

7 FC:  But that’s her problem. That it’s not my problem. That’s where 

we differ. 

8 TH:  That’s where you differ. 

9 FC:  I feel that’s her problem. Her life. I feel she’s an adult woman 

10 MC:  I figure they are already there, what’s another two hours, and 

then they go to  

11 bed.  

12 TH:  Mmmhmm. 

13 MC:  ‘cause we have bedrooms. 

14 FC:  But I’ve had them all day. I’m the one that gives them the 

bath and makes the  

15 supper or, you know, puts away the crayons. I’m the one doing. 

You’re just sitting  

16 there on your computer in a corner, patting them on the head when 

they come by 

17 you. 

18 TH:  Maybe there should be some times when, you know, when 

he’s off that he does  

19 the whole shebang. 

20 MC:  I’m never off ((he earlier mentioned working 5 hours a day)) 

21 TH:  No. You’re never off, huh? 

22 MC:  Not really. (silence) I’m mostly at work all day.  
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MC and FC constitute each other as occupying the asymmetrical 

caregiving roles: MC is positioned as a breadwinner (emphasized through noting 

“I’m never off” and “I’m mostly at work all day”) and secondary caregiver, and 

FC as the primary caregiver (illustrated through her description of the day-to-

day activities involved in raising a child). These divisions in childcare responsibility 

are treated as natural and MC’s absence is justified. MC justifies his non-

involvement in childcare by claiming he is already too involved outside of home 

(“I’m never off”, “I’m mostly at work all day”) and that childcare is not overly 

demanding (“what’s another two hours”). The idea that it is unfair or 

unreasonable to expect that he contributes more is implied here. FC both 

continues to carry out more childcare than MC and, simultaneously, resists 

inequality (lines 1-4, 7, 9, 14-17). MC’s responses and actions (lines 10-11, 13, 20, 

22) can be seen as undermining equality in the relationship. TH addresses the 

inequitable division of childcare, suggesting that MC should take care of the 

grandchildren and questions his claim that he is too busy to contribute 

domestically (lines 18-19 & 21).  

Extract 4 offers another example of action defense/justification. It stems 

from session between a white heterosexual couple in their 50s and a white, 

female emotionally focused therapist. The couple presented with intimate 

partner violence concerns. The discussion below is about MC’s “temper” and its 

impact on FC and the children. Just prior to this exchange, MC talked about the 

distress of being seen by FC as a “monster”. 
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EXAMPLE 4 (SESSION 28) 

1  TH: Can you help her understand a little bit of what that feels 

like? 

2 MC: Right now, I don’t… It’s, it’s beyond that now. You’re fed up 

with me already.  

3 You don’t want to be around me. 

4 FC: It’s not you. I told you that I can’t live with your temper 

anymore. It’s your 

5 temper. It’s not you. 

6 MC: How am I, what am I supposed to do with my temper—just 

leave it on the 

7  front porch? 

8 FC: If that’s what you have to do. 

9 MC: That’s kind of hard.  

TH invites MC to share his feelings with FC (line 1). MC discloses that FC is 

“fed up” with him and does not want “to be around” him (lines 2-3). FC takes 

responsibility for MC’s distress and attempts to save his face. With the same 

utterance (lines 4-5), FC both invites and diminishes MC’s accountability. She 

conveys that she can no longer tolerate his aggression (line 4) and that he 

needs to take action to eliminate aggression (line 8). At the same time, she 

enacts the gendered discourse that women are responsible for their partners 

emotions and the relationship as she attempts to save MC’s face by presenting 

anger as separate from his identity (line 4). This may further excuse MC’s actions 

and hinder his accountability for violence. MC defends his actions by taking up 

the notion of temper being external to him and claiming the inability to 

eliminate aggression (lines 6-7 & 9).  

DIMINISHMENT: DENIALS THROUGH MINIMIZING RESPONSIBILITY 
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Partners also denied responsibility by diminishing or minimizing their 

wrongdoing and its negative impacts on others in the family. In the following 

examples, denials that minimize the wrongness and injurious effects of actions 

allow partners to save face, that is, to preserve a positive self-image or identity. 

In Example 4, we saw FC attempting to save MC’s face—to separate his being 

from his harming. Example 5, taken from the same session as Example 4, 

illustrates MC denying responsibility through minimizing the injury, and once 

again, saving face.  

EXAMPLE 5 (SESSION 28) 

1 FC: It’s scary for me. He doesn’t, he… Well, we argue, but he 

hasn’t physically 

2 turned on me. But it’s scary for me in the fact that when he does this 

to one of the  

3 children, one of our children, it’s damaging to them. They’re too 

young. I mean,  

4 the name calling… 

5 TH: You need to protect them. 

6 FC: I need to protect them and… 

7 MC: I don’t, I don’t get physical with them either, like…  

8 TH: But it’s also scary for you. Yeah? 

9 FC: Yes. And I’m also afraid he’s going to get himself in trouble 

also, if it’s  

10 somebody in the outside world, you know. We’ve had the police 

called on him 

11 before. 

Taking up the discourse of motherhood as devotion to children and 

caregiving (Forna, 1998), FC displays relational responsibility for the children. In 

parallel, MC observably does not assume relational responsibility toward the 

children and FC. Specifically, he minimizes his actions by limiting abuse to 
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physical abuse and thus, presenting himself as a non-abusive parent (line 7). TH 

attunes to FC’s experience of FC feeling a need to step in to protect the 

children (line 5). Ignoring MC’s attempt to minimize his actions and to save face, 

TH invites FC’s vulnerability concerning her being the recipient of MC’s 

aggression (line 8). While TH’s efforts are potentially beneficial, there may also 

be a missed opportunity here to invite MC’s accountability and attunement to 

FC’s (and the children’s) experience of his aggression. The next example is taken 

from session between a white heterosexual couple in their 30-40s (FC is a first-

generation immigrant from Europe) and a white, male Adlerian therapist. The 

presenting concern is MC's gambling. The discussion below concerns the 

distribution of domestic tasks and responsibilities.  

EXAMPLE 6 (SESSION 3) 

1 TH:  So he is kind of critical of you too? 

2 FC: No not critical, but he doesn’t – 

3 MC: I’m not like that. 

4 FC: Well, little bit. 

5 MC: Do I say “put a couple of dishes in the sink” and say “why 

don’t you wash 

6 them”? 

7 FC: Yes. You don’t have to say though it’s just I know he has these 

expectations  

8 because of his mom – I mean, I can’t live up to his mom. I mean, his 

mom  

9 worked I don’t know how many hours a day and came home and 

still cooked and  

10 cleaned and I am not like that, and I told him that, I am just not going 

do it – if I  

11 don’t have time when I am not going to do it, but I feel bad because 

I feel like I  
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12 am not living up to what he is expecting from me. 

13 TH: Well, so there are a lot of pressures going on here too? 

14 MC: I don’t know if I would call it pressures because like I said, I 

don’t crack the 

15 whip, nothing like that. Yeah, I would like it if she cooked more, but I 

don’t  

16 even push for that. I might have asked her a few times, you know, I 

would 

17 like it if you cooked again, because she used to cook a lot and she is 

like I will 

18 cook when I feel like it and I kind of let it go at that  

FC invites MC to attune to her gendered experience of being expected 

to carry the bulk of the routine domestic responsibilities, specifically cooking 

(lines 4-12). She both adheres to and contests traditional gender roles (women 

as homemakers and men as breadwinners). Adherence is evident in her feeling 

bad about departing from what is expected of a wife (lines 8 & 12). 

Contestation manifests in her efforts to name and challenge gendered norms 

and pressures ("I am not going to do it", "I am not like that [his mother]", lines 10-

11). MC does not attune to FC’s experience (“I don’t know if I would call it 

pressures”, line 14). He abdicates domestic obligations and leaves them for 

someone else (FC) to carry while denying inequality and his privilege. MC denies 

relational responsibility through minimizing his actions (e.g., “I might have asked 

her”, “I don’t crack the whip”) to save face (“I’m not like that”). Although overt 

sexism is denied, covert sexist attribution of domestic work to FC persists. TH seeks 

confirmation that FC is subjected to pressures without explicitly blaming MC 

(“there are a lot of pressures going on here”, line 13). There is a missed 
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opportunity (here, and in the session as a whole) to invite MC's accountability 

and reflection on his privilege and lack of attunement to FC's experience. 

DIFFUSION: PARTIAL OR QUALIFIED ADMISSION OF FAULT 

Sometimes men admitted fault but also diffused blame by shifting 

responsibility for or justifying their actions. On occasion, they simultaneously 

admitted and denied fault, which had the effect of diluting and redistributing 

responsibility (often to partners). Examples of partial or qualified admission of 

guilt are best seen as subtle responsibility denials. On the surface, partners admit 

fault; however, this tends to be embedded within a broader argument that 

implicitly deflects or denies responsibility and is likely to be heard as a refusal to 

take responsibility. 

ADMISSION OF FAULT COUPLED WITH DEFLECTING OR SHIFTING RESPONSIBILITY.  

Admission of fault in the example below is nested in the overall claim that 

responsibility is mutual. The exchange is taken from the same session as Example 

2. 

Example 7 (session 1) 

1 MC: Well, basically, I was advised well I, how can I say, asked to 

take single 

2 therapy because of outbursts that I have at times when we argue or 

something like  

3 that and... 

4 TH: You were advised by FC? 

5 MC: FC. 

6 TH: Yeah. 
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7 MC: Yeah, which I accepted. I said okay, I was willing to take 

single counseling, but 

8 actually I thought for myself that we actually need couples' 

counseling  

9 because I'm not the only one that has issues in this relationship. 

MC partially admits fault by accepting responsibility for relationship 

violence (e. g., “I was advised… asked to take single therapy because of 

outbursts…. which I accepted”, lines 1-3 & 7). At the same time, he shifts a 

portion of responsibility for their problems to FC (“we actually need couples' 

counseling because I'm not the only one that has issues in this relationship”, lines 

7-9) thus redistributing at least partial responsibility for relationship problems back 

onto FC. 

ADMISSION OF FAULT COUPLED WITH DEFENSE/ACTION JUSTIFICATION.  

We also observed some instances when participants admitted that their 

actions were relationally problematic or harmful while, at the same time, 

justifying them, as shown below (the same session as Example 5). 

Example 8 (session 28) 

1 MC: Yeah.  And when my temper is going, yes I am just that, I am 

a monster.   

2 You know?  And I don't, I don't like it  

3 TH: You don't want to be caught in that rage 

4 MC: Right- 

5 TH: and you know that it pushes her away from you. 

6 MC: and at the same time, I've said it...  There's times where you 

have to be able  

7 to have somewhat of a temper. 

8 FC: No, you don't. I disagree. 
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MC presents aggression as problematic (lines 1-2) and, at the same time, 

on some occasions justifiable (lines 6-7). TH invites MC to attune to the effects of 

his actions on FC (line 5). Bypassing the topic of how his temper may impact FC 

and their relationship, MC suggests that temper may be justifiable in certain 

situations (lines 6-7). This claim may be heard (by FC) as MC erasing his 

admission of guilt and display of relational responsibility. Another example 

comes from a session involving a gay Black couple and a white male integrative 

behavioural therapist. The presenting issue is conflict in the relationship. The 

discussion concerns MC1’s cell phone which he asked MC2 to take care of in his 

absence. 

Example 10 (session 35) 

1 TH: Did you ever say at the moment that you were angry, 

disappointed, and shocked  

2 or did you just explode?  

3 MC1: Well, I said that – No, I said those two before I exploded and 

then I even called  

4 him immature. I called him all sorts of name, then I went off and then 

when  

5 he started going, then I started getting  

6 TH: So that's a little different and just expressing your feelings, then 

you started  

7 calling him all sorts of names.  

8 MC1: Right, immature and stuff like that, and that's not good 

because he is 24 and  

9 I know that but I was just like, you know, you're not even trying to you 

know 

10 see that, that's a $600 phone you just left unattended. I don't have 

$600. If  

11 you're going to pay for it if it were got taken. Okay, are you paying 

for it, 
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12 who's going to pay for it. You know, so  

TH asks MC1 a question that embeds the suggestion that he should share 

his feelings with MC2 before he “explodes” (i.e., displays verbal aggression). 

MC1 confirms that he shared his feelings followed by exploding. He admits that 

he was wrong in saying hurtful things to MC2 (line 8) while, simultaneously, 

justifying verbal abuse or claiming it was understandable or warranted in light of 

MC2’s negligence (lines 9-12).  

ADMISSION OF FAULT COUPLED WITH DIRECT RESPONSIBILITY DENIAL.  

Sometimes participants admitted and denied fault simultaneously. In the 

example below, the partners discuss MC’s questioning of, and distrust toward, 

FC. The session is the same as in Examples 2 and 7. 

Example 9 (session 1) 

1 FC: And after that I have not told him anything else, because 

really it really did hurt 

2 me, because I felt that we were together long enough, for me to tell 

him, you 

3 know it's like we were together, like what? 

4 MC: Two, three years. 

5 FC: And then, just little inch, inch. 

6 MC: I don't know, I really don't know. I feel I was wrong at that time 

in what we 

7 discussed, but I don't think I really said anything,  

8 FC: (overlaps) Oh yeah you did. 

9 MC: I was just asking questions in common and you just took it 

there.  

10 FC: (inaudible) 

11 MC: Okay, but I do admit, at that time, I was wrong. 
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MC explicitly admits fault (“I was wrong at that time”, lines 6 & 11) and, in 

the same sentence, denies it (e.g., “but I don't think I really said anything”, lines 7 

& 9). The admission of fault may be difficult to hear when fault is also denied.  

DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study was to clarify the ways partners deny, deflect, and 

diffuse responsibility in the context of couple therapy. Supporting partners in 

moving beyond the blame cycle and fostering mutual responsibility for couple 

distress is a key aspect of couple therapy. Previous studies show that shared 

responsibility and accountability can be foundational to other desired change 

(Knudson-Martin, 2013) and hold ethical consequences (Kurri & Wahlström, 

2005), yet prior research suggests that denial of responsibility is common in 

couple therapy and often overlooked or reframed (Friedlander et al., 2000; 

Stancombe & White, 2005). This analysis detailed these usually unexamined 

interactional processes. 

Our thematic analysis shows that denial of relational responsibility was 

primarily done by male partners. Men avoided categorical denials of their 

actions, tending instead to issue partial and qualified denials (e.g., 

diminishing/minimizing harm, deflecting responsibility, defending (in)actions, 

diffusing responsibility). It is possible that this occurs because the injured party is 

present in couple therapy and can attest that the injury occurred, so instead of 

arguing about the factuality of a behavior, rhetorical efforts are directed at 
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proposing particular interpretations of the injuring partner's behavior and 

identity. The study further demonstrates that denials are better viewed not as a 

dichotomous construct (partners are either in denial or not) but as situated on a 

continuum, ranging from literal denials to partial acknowledgments.  

Though this analysis cannot determine why male participants denied 

relational responsibility despite widespread acceptance of egalitarian gender 

norms (Sullivan, 2005; Sutherland et al., 2017), men’s justifications incorporated 

common gender discourses such as that domestic responsibilities and 

caregiving are not their role, that female partners are responsible for 

relationships and others’ emotions , or that men are entitled to determine their 

partner’s behavior, or that men cannot be expected to know how their actions 

may impact their partners. These denial patterns help explain how 

contemporary couples enact what Loscocco and Walzer (2013) called 

gendered individualism, which they said accounts for much of marital 

dissatisfaction in heterosexual marriages in the U.S. In this cultural system, 

individualism is prized but associated with masculinity, while responsibility for 

relationships is ascribed to women. This construction appears to have enabled 

men’s denials of responsibility and helps explain why responses of female 

partners and therapists sometimes also supported these denials. 

Responsibility denials are embedded in the wider society (Whyte, 2012) 

and shaped by dominant cultural understandings of acceptable intimate 

partner behavior and obligations, response to harm, gender (and other markers 
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of difference), among other matters. Research can help identify and (re)shape 

an acceptable pool of culturally available accounts that partners might 

mobilize in couple interactions. In particular, studies of responsibility denials, like 

the one presented, can play a critical role in unmasking and neutralizing 

responsibility denials that may seem warranted and acceptable in a society 

today and in fostering accountability and restoring a sense of justice in couple 

relationships.  

LIMITATIONS 

The present study is exploratory and is based on analysis of recordings of 

actual therapy that were developed for training purposes to showcase the 

therapeutic work of master therapists. It is unclear whether the patterns in 

couple interactions and therapists' responses that were identified in these 

sessions generalize to sessions facilitated by other therapists. Also, the excerpts 

presented here are extracted from the broader relational, interactional, and 

socio-cultural contexts in which clients and therapists live and work. Although 

this study provides a first step toward identifying how partners diminish, redirect, 

defend against, and dilute fault, it does not attend to the temporal and 

contextual dimensions of denials. Considering that most sessions analyzed were 

single sessions, it is unclear whether and how denials might change across 

sessions or as therapy unfolds. Relatedly, although we made efforts to comment 

on responses that preceded denials and followed them, we did not conduct a 

systematic analysis of blame-defence-response sequences, which may be a 
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useful path to pursue in the future. Sequential analyses can show links between 

specific blaming strategies and specific defending, admission, or diminishing 

strategies to serve as the basis of helpful interventions to address the cycles of 

blame and enhance accountability. Despite these limitations, the study can 

help sensitize couple therapists to when and how partners typically deny 

responsibility and help them recognize opportunities for fostering accountability. 

Specifically, they can invite injuring partners to comprehend and acknowledge 

the gravity and impact of the harm and admit fault, which may help minimize 

future harm and contribute to forgiveness. Since language can prevent or 

encourage transformative action, applying a socioculturally attuned lens 

(Knudson-Martin, McDowell, & Bermudez, 2017) can help therapists recognize 

justifications and denials of relational responsibility and facilitate alternative 

constructions that support mutual relational responsibility without obscuring 

individual accountability (Kurri & Wahlström, 2005). 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH   

There is still much we need to know about how dialogue and language 

maintain, and potentially transform, partners’ denial of responsibility. Future work 

may incorporate greater attention to temporality, for example, identifying shifts 

within and across sessions in the ways that partners work to neutralize misdeeds 

and harms. It can also explore whether and how gender (race, class, age, 

sexuality, etc.) of therapy participants’ is relevant (e.g., whether there are 

differences in patterns of denial based on the gender of the therapist). Future 
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work may also focus on how particular patterns of denial may impact the 

therapy process and relationship (e.g., are full denials more detrimental to 

positive therapy outcomes or alliance than partial denials?). The question of why 

partners deny responsibility remains. Studies are needed to clarify whether and 

how reduced denial and enhanced accountability relate to future harmful 

actions in couples. More work is also needed linking intersecting oppressions 

(racism, sexism, heterosexism, classism, colonialism, and other systems that 

maintain, sustain, and reproduce oppression) and responsibility denials, for 

example, clarifying how denials of responsibility for IPV may serve to reproduce 

male privilege and dominance, and developing effective politically informed 

therapeutic strategies. 

CONCLUSION 

Denial, deflection, and diffusion of blame are important to understanding 

and addressing couple conflict and relational injuries. Relational hurt and its 

denials are a daily reality for couple therapists, but the question of what we do 

with them remains. We still know little about what responsibility denial is, how it 

functions, and how to manage it, namely, how to move a denying partner to 

admission and get them to take greater responsibility for hurtful or injuring 

behavior. As research on couple conflict, distress, and relational injuries 

continues, attribution and minimization of blame should be an important focus. 
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